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PURPOSE
Existing transmission procedures have been devised to
control transmission over wire-like channels, since it was the
only widely available medium, usually telephone lines. New
proposals discussed in ECMA or ISO are somehow ambiguous, as they
give no hint as to which transmission medium is assumed. In fact,
the proposed schemes assume a wire-like medium, although this is
not mentioned.
New technologies, such as satellite links, or packet switchingj present somewhat different characteristics, which are not
taken into account in the present proposals for standardization.
Since these technologies are on the verge of commercial applications, it seems desirable to investigate whether their specific
requirements can be reasonably met by future standards.
If It
were not, then other standards would become necessary. On the
other hand, it seems that procedures applicable to packet switching networks links are also satisfactory when used over wirelike links. Then it would make sense not to miss the opportunity to work out a single set of standards.
The present paper examines some characteristics of new
transmission technologies, and puts forth some proposals.
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1.

PACKET SWITCHING NETWORK (PSN).

"
This sort of transmission medium stores and forwards short
messages (packets) using possibly alternate routing through a
meshed network. As seen as a communication black box, it
exhibits the following characteristics.
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.
P.
G.

2.

Messages must be formatted along specific rules.
Network input and output may require sp'ecific transmission
procedures.
Transit delays are variable and noticeably longer than
on wire. Typically 100 ms to a few seconds.
An undefined number of messages may be stored in the
network, not just due to transit delays, but to additional
queueing.
For delivered messages, bit transfer is highly" reliable,
better than 1 error on lO^3
bits.
Some messages may be lost or duplicated.
Unless specific mechanisms are built in, messages are not
necessarily delivered in the same order as they were put
in. Due to alternate routing and traffic interleaving,
sequencing is not an intrinsic characteristic of a PSN.

SATELLITE L I N K .

Its major characteristic is a round trip time cif about
250 ms, with a bit rate as large as ground equipment can sustain,
say up to several M bits/s. It is equivalent to a very long
message queue. PSN's may include satellite links.

3.

FUTURE TRANSMISSION MEDIA.

Existing networks use mainly telephone lines, with pointto-point or multipoint links. Gradually, some segments will
be substituted with network links. Within PSN's some links
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will be via satellites. Ultimately, any computer or terminal
will plug into the nearest network socket. Multi-point
links will tend to fade out, since networks are in essence
multi-point.

4.

THE CASE FOR STANDARDIZATION.

The HDLC procedureEll is intended to control transmission
over a "data link". The exact nature of this link is left
undefined. Nonetheless, the procedure mechanisms are tailored
to something like a telephone line between a computer and one
or several terminal stations. After having reached an official
standard s'tatus, it will be implemented in operating systems,
programmed multiplexors, and possibly hardwired terminals.
Then, some users will want to have these links go through a
network, instead of a leased telephone line. Additional logic
will be necessary to interface with the network on both ends.
But this is likely to be sufficient.
Indeed, in the HDLC procedure, hidden assumptions about
the transmission medium are defeated when a PSN is introduced.
One might think that a solution is to make the PSN behave like
a wire. This is indeed possible, at a substantial cost and
loss of throughput, but it still does not meet the constraint
of wire-like transit delay. An increase in the number of
outstanding messages, or a decrease in throughput is necessary
to compensate for the additional delay. At this point, the
procedure may no longer be suitable.
A more satisfactory solution would be to keep the same
procedure to control traffic over the network, as long as
network peculiarities are casually taken into account. An
interfacing logic would still be required, but it reduces to a
simple message transfer with a network gateway. Multiplexing
various data links, or using several gateways do not cause
special problems, since messages are no longer considered as
being related to any particular sequence or link. This concerns
only the end-to-end control procedure.
In the remaining part of this paper, we shall introduce
mechanisms suitable for the control of a network data link.
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5.

BASIC R E Q U I R E M E N T S FOR AN NDLC P R O C E D U R E

A. End-to-end control - The NDLC procedure is Intended
to control the transfer of messages between two entities considered as original source, and ultimate destination of messages.
B. Full-duplex - Messages should flow independently and
asynchronously on both directions. No assumption can be made
on the traffic ratio between the two flows.
i
C. Error control - The NDLC procedure should include
mechanisms for detecting lost, duplicate or erroneous messages,
and for taking appropriate recovery actions.
D. Plow control - Since the network introduces a buffering
effect, and a corresponding transit delay, it would be inefficient to synchronize a source-destination pair on a single
message basis. A looser synchronization should be allowed,
so that both source and destination work at their own pace.
Since overflow could develop, the NDLC procedure should include
mechanisms to control the message flow, and take appropriate
recovery actions in case of transient overflow.
E. Message ordering - Since a network does not necessarily
deliver messages in the same order as they have been sent, the
NDLC procedure should be able to accept messages as they arrive.
Delivery to the destination entity may, or may not, require a
resequencing of the message flow. This latter function is
implementation dependent, as it depends on assumptions about
message dependencies, which belong to the. application. The
NDLC procedure itself should only be concerned with the reliable
transfer of messages.
F. Reliability - Message contents are supposed to be
transferred with a bit error rate lower than 10-10. This is
based on appropriate cyclical checksumming of complete messages.
However, this is not to be considered as error free, since
occasionally a message may be corrupted, and error control
mechanisms also happen to fail. Consequently, some additional
safeguards may be desirable. As far as data are concerned,
many higher levels of error control may be devised, based on
checksumming of message sets, syntax, plausibility, etc...
They are application dependent, and should not be considered
within the NDLC procedure itself. But supervisory information,
used for error and flow control, belongs to the NDLC procedure
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inner workings. Therefore, there should be safeguards so that
corruptions of supervisory information be detected and/or
corrected by the NDLC procedure itself.
G. Efficiency - Within the constraints stated in the foregoing, the NDLC procedure should attempt to minimize overhead
in traffic, processing time, storage, while allowing maximum
data throughput, as derived from the source-destination characteristics, or the bandwidth offered by the network, whichever
is smaller.

6.

COMMENTS ON THE R E Q U I R E M E N T S .

A. It should be emphasized that the only assumptions made
on network characteristics are those listed in chapter 1 above.
They are general enough to encompass practically any sensible
network design.
B. The NDLC procedure is only concerned with end-to-end
control. Transferring messages over intermediate links may
require specific transmission procedures, which are logically
embedded at a lower level. To keep with sound system design
principles, there should be no interference between those
levels, so that arbitrary (but not interfering) procedures be .
applicable, depending on the physical link at hand. E.g.
interfacing with a particular PSN may impose a specific lower
level procedure.
C. Although a network data link may go through a satellite,
the NDLC procedure is not intended for the control of a satellite
link. Indeed, the very specific nature of satellite transmission requires well suited procedures in order to be any
efficient [2].
D. A particular case of network is a simple wire-like
duplex channel, to which the NDLC procedure should be applicable.
However, more efficient procedures may be used, if the simpler
characteristics of this medium are put to an advantage[3].
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7.

DESIGN P R I N C I P L E S

Before any attempt to devise a procedure meeting the
stated requirements, it seems useful to discuss what basic
ingredients are more likely to be suitable. Future studies
are presumably to bring some changes in viewpoints. If the
various logical component of a proposed procedure are well
understood, it will be easier to evolve other variants out of
basic components.
A. In order to assure maximum reliability, all messages
should be sifted by an error control mechanism, assuming that
it does not deteriorate efficiency. This mechanism should give
to both source and destination the guarantee that every message
sent has been received correctly, and accepted only once.
In other words, lost or erroneous messages should be retransmitted, and duplicates should be eliminated. Messages submitted to this error control shall be termed "regular" messages.
B. A way to think of error control would b^ to operate
on message groups, with a global checksum so defined that no
loss, duplicate, or corruption could sneak in without being
detected. But handling groups of messages requires some
artificial bundling of unrelated information, and most likely
Implies storage of complete groups for control and possible
retransmission.
This Is neither general nor efficient. But
some applications may resort to it as a super-control at a
higher level, as long as its use is unfrequent.
C. A more flexible way is to control each message Individually. To that effect each message carries with it a unique
name, which is sent back as a positive acknowledgment. Unacknowledged messages are retransmitted by the source. Duplicates
are discarded by the destination. Thus, duplicates are not
just a product of network misbehavior, they are generated
by the source whenever acknowledgments are not received correctly,
or within a proper delay.
D. In order to make error control independent from end
users, message names should be generated by the NDLC procedure.
This is also a much safer way to insure uniqueness. But the
total message name space is necessarily finite, and must be
re-used. Consequently, some management scheme is necessary
to synchronize source and destination, so that successive
occurrences of the same name do not create ambiguities, (new,
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old, or duplicate). A simple and efficient scheme used in many
procedures is a cyclical numbering.
E. When transmission starts up, or after a major trouble,
source and destination need synchronizing error control first,
in order to establish reliable traffic, and possibly carry out
a safe recovery. At this point in time, messages exchanged
for synchronization escape normal error control, since they
are meant to put it into effect. As an exception to the
general rule, these messages shall be termed "extra" messages.
They should be kept to a minimum.
P. In order to increase reliability, supervisory messages
should pass through error control like regular messages. This
means that they need carry a name, be acknowledged, and an
endless rebouncing of messages would develop. Instead, supervisory information travelling from destination to source
should hitch-hike on the opposite direction and ride "piggyback" with regular messages on the reverse flow. Thus, they can
benefit from error control without any additional machinery,
In case no data are candidate for transmission onto the opposite
direction, empty messages should be sent anyway as regular
messages. In order to reduce timing constraints and traffic
overhead, there should not be any strict relationship between
the number of data messages sent, and the number of supervisory
items answered back.
G. Except for this mutual help in carrying each other
supervisory information, the two channels of a network data
link should be independent. However, trouble on one of them
will generally induce trouble on the other, but it may not
necessarily result in the same degradation. E.g. one channel
may require reinitialization, while the other is only suspended.
This means that error recovery on each channel must also be
independent.
H. Additional reliability may be gained if supervisory
Information is redundant. Indeed, the reverse channel may go
awry, and some errors may defeat error control. But if every
supervisory item is constrained to confirm the previous one,
then corruptions may be detected, while losses or duplicates
do no harm, as long as something finally arrives. In other
words, the supervisory information should be fault-tolerant.
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J. A procedure such as SDLC PJ,3, with a message numbering
scheme on each channel, features some of the advantages mentioned
previously. But it can only accept messages in a predefined
order. Messages flowing through a network may arrive in sequence,
but some of them will be out of sequence as a result of alternate routing, retransmission, or network failures. However,
the order of arrival is not randomly distributed. A partial
ordering can be expected, if only because networks tend to be
protected against unstability. Therefore, a more flexible
numbering scheme should be looked for, which would keep the
advantages of simplicity in managing the message name space,
and still tolerate arrivals in loose order.
K. When messages must arrive strictly in order, the only
acceptable message number, is last received + 1 . In a loosely
ordered scheme the set of acceptable numbers should be larger
than just one. Typically, it should be related to the expected
scattering arising within the network, which depends both on
the network and the message rate. The larger the deviation of
transit delay, the larger the set of acceptable message numbers.
This range of acceptable numbers shall be termed the destination
"window".
L. One might think that the window could be as large as
the total name space, so that no assumption be necessary about
transit time deviation. But this is utterly undesirable since
the name space is used cyclically. Should any number be acceptable, it would not be possible to tell between old, new, and
duplicate messages. Furthermore, keeping track of each individual message arrival in a purely random manner would require
substantial thrashing in combing through the whole name space.
For reasons of reliability and efficiency it is desirable that
the window be a small fraction of the total name space. Consequently, a small deviation of transit delay makes the procedure more efficient from this standpoint. Also, it can be
noted that the window width is in no way related to transit
delay, only to its deviation. This means that there cannot be
any ideal window. It should be a parameter of the procedure,
to be set depending on message rate and network characteristics.
M. While the source is sending messages, it progresses
through the name space. By the time it gets an acknowledgement,
it is ahead by several messages. In order to avoid any ambiguity,
the gap between numbers of messages being sent and acknowledged
should never exceed the finite range of message numbers.
Assuming a network in which transit delays are about the same
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on each direction, this means that the gap between source and
destination should never exceed half the number range. In other
words, the name space should be large enough to accommodate at
least twice the number of messages in transit. For error
control and possible retransmission, the source must keep
copies of about twice the number of messages in transit. Again,
this is a parameter which depends on message rate and network
characteristics.
N. The pipe line effect of a network data link might be
detrimental to traffic efficiency, if all messages already
sent had to be repeated from the point where an error has been
detected. The degradation may be negligible with excellent
links and a low error rate. But it would be more appropriate
to repeat only unacknowledged messages, rather than a whole
series. Thus, if possible without undue overhead, the recovery
procedure should be able to retransmit selectively those messages
in error only.
P. Negative acknowledgments may be useful if transit delay
exhibit a sizable deviation, since they can speed up retransmission. Else, a properly tuned time-out at the source is probably as efficient, while saving some processing overhead at
the destination.
Q. Flow control can be handled in the form of message
permits sent by the destination to the source. On this way
the source can curb its traffic to keep within the limits set
by the destination. Should unauthorized messages arrive,
they may be accepted or rejected, depending on the amount of
resources available to the destination. It should be noted
that permits and window are two unrelated mechanisms. The
destination may grant permits well beyond its window, or well
within. Permits concern messages in an undefined future,
while the window concerns immediately next to come messages.
Handling flow control with message numbers has the advantage
of being consistent with error control. By using the same
type of marker in the message flow, managing both error and
flow control should only require a single common machinery.
R. As seen in F above, empty messages may have to be sent
in order to convey supervisory information in a reliable
manner. The question arises whether they should use up permits
or not. It is probably undesirable that end users be concerned
with that traffic-stealing. But they are not concerned either
with putting message numbers. Thus, the NDLC procedure may
well tick up the permit marker whenever it sends or receives an
empty message, in order to keep even the amount of normal
message permits.
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8.

IMPLEMENTATION PRINCIPLES

Since the NDLC backbone is its message management scheme,
it is appropriate to give a first try at a specific description.
Implementation problems will be given due consideration, as
they are a sensitive factor in generating overhead and inefficiency.
A. Both source and destination must keep track of a
cert'ain amount of message names. A way to implement that would
be to store them explicitly into a table, or a circular buffer.
Whenever a message or acknowledgement would arrive, some scanning would be necessary to search for its name, and check it
for validity, and duplication. Alternatively, it would be
possible to lay up an array of all possible names, and mark
an entry whenever a name is sent or received. Neither scheme
is appealing, as they both introduce a sizable overhead in
processing time, or in storage.
B. The whole name space may be mapped into a bit array,
which cuts storage overhead. Locating a message marker requires
only indexing and masking out bits, which is substantially
shorter than scanning. In the following, those bits shall be
termed "tokens".
C. The error control mechanism could work roughly as
follows. The source sets the corresponding token on when a
message is sent. The destination checks the same token when
the message is received, and returns an acknowledgment. If
the token was off, it is set on; else the message is discarded
as a duplicate. When the source gets the acknowledgment, it
sets the token off. After, time-out, unacknowledged messages
are sent again.
D. Names are picked up sequentially by the source, and
the token array can be used circularly over and again, since
tokens are reset by acknowledgements. But not so at the destination. Thus, a resetting would have to be done at some
point, but only after all duplicates are supposed to be extinct.
This is another burden which shall be cured later on. Indeed,
there enters the picture the window mechanism.
E. As explained in 7-K above, the destination will accept
only message names falling within a certain range. Consequently,
resetting may take place while token slots are out the window,
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e.g. as soon as they enter it, or leave it. However, there is
a distinction between messages falling out the lower edge, or
out the upper edge. The former are likely late duplicates,
due to lost acknowledgments , and they should be acked again.
The latter are likely stranded messages, and should be rejected
without acknowledgement. In order to segregate them, tokens
should only be reset past a "duplicate" zone trailing the window,
unless it is considered as being part of the window. This
could be an acceptable housekeeping overhead.
i
F. A convention can be introduced whereby the lower
edge of the window is so located that all previous messages
have been correctly received. In other words, the lowest
numbered message in the window Is yet missing. Then, conveying
this location back to the source can be taken as a global
acknowledgement for all messages whose numbers are lower than
the window location. At this point tokens may be reset as
soon as they leave the window. Any received message is
acknowledged by sending back the window location. Thus, the
window moves on by twitches of one or several tokens. Should
a message be missing, it will finally lock the window in a fixed
location, unless the source transmits It again. If it does not
transmit it, until successfully acknowledged, all messages
will soon be rejected, when names fall ahead of the window.
Thus, the source is given some leeway to take recovery action
before transmission gets choked up.
G. When it comes to move the window, the destination must
scan through its array to search for the next lower token not
yet on. Once found, it has to be converted into a message
number, and sent to the source. After successful reception, the
source should convert the number back into a token location,
and reset all tokens up to that point. It is obvious that some
thrashing could have been saved, if token locations had been
transmitted directly. The only difficulty is that source and
destination may use different forms to express a token location,
since it is implementation dependent.
H. A way to ease the problem is to introduce a common
representation of a window location, which should be little
constraining for a specific implementation, and at the same
time reduce processing overhead. Since core memories are not
usually bit addressable, rather byte, the token array may
be subdivided in "notches" of say 4 bits. This fits either in
6-bit or 8-bit bytes. Thus, the notch location may be used
as direct index, maybe at the cost of a very simple transformation. As such, it does not indicate the lowest missing
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message, since notches are laid down at discrete Intervals of
4 tokens. But used as a "finder" it allows to "see" where the
lowest missing token is located in the notch. Instead of moving
by tokens, the window moves by notches, and what is conveyed to
the source Is a "view from the window," i.e., a 4-bit string
representing tokens in the lower notch. At least one of
them is missing. There are obvious advantages: searching for
the next incomplete notch is straightforward, and the "view"
may be used directly as a mask to update the source tokens.
J. For each message transferred a token'is set, then reset,
both at the source and destination side. This suggests that
resetting could be done away with, if only the bit values
were alternately 0-1 to mean a token, every time the array is
re-used. This reminds of the odd-even bit used in acknowledgment schemes to signal either ACK or NACK [6], Actually,
It boils down to the very same principle, i.e. using a 0-1
message name space for transmission and acknowledgment. Since
there are already message names in the NDLC procedure, using
an additional bit results in doubling the name space, while
keeping the same token array to manage the traffic. In a
sense, the array is folded, and used twice to traverse the whole
name space. Thus, advantages are compounded: token resetting
is no longer necessary, and expanding the name space increases
reliability, while allowing higher traffic rates.
K. Actually source and destination need not store the
whole token array. Only one source notch and the destination
window are significant at any point in time. Shift registers
are quite appropriate to keep these active tokens.

9.
^
I1

(

MESSAGE FRAME

The HDLC frame structure is tailored to small scale private
networks using passive transmission media, i.e. wire-like channels. Indeed, the address field is 8 bits, and no field is
set aside for network control. But discussing this aspect
would necessarily raise issues related to PSN interfacing
and message standardization. This has been covered elsewhere
[7]. Rather, the present study will be limited to the control
field used for the regulation of the NDLC procedure.
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10.

CONTROL FIELD

Since every message may carry both data and supervisory
information, only one format is necessary for regular messages.
As there are also extra messages, they can be categorized
into special formats distinguished by a modifier.

A.

Regular format

Format indicator
Reserved
Highest message number permitted
Acknowledgement: - notch nr
- tokens
End of message group = 1
Message number: - cycle
- notch nr
- token nr

0
X
PPPPPP
NNNN
TTTT
P
C
NNNN
TT

B. Modified format
Format modifier
To be defined
"
"
"
"

1
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

The proposed format allows up to 128 message names, i.e. no
more than about 64 messages in transit.

11.

OPERATION

As said previously supervisory information travel piggy
back with regular traffic, and there is no need for supervisory messages, except when the procedure is no longer operating properly, or in some transient state.
Empty messages are sent whenever there is supervisory
information to carry, and no data message is ready to leave.
A. Regular traffic - The main state variables of the
source procedure are:
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•
•
•
•

M
P
W
T

message number
permit number
window pointer
time-out for retransmission

They must be initialized for any transmission to take place.
This will be covered later on.
The source may send sequentially numbered regular messages
as long as it does not pass the current permit,number, (Pig. 1).
Whenever a message is received on the opposite flow, the
control field is extracted in order to update the permit number,
the window pointer, and the acknowledgment tokens. The
window pointer may only progress by notches, and stands for
the acknowledgment of all previously sent messages.
In order to prevent confusion, the permit number may not
pass the window pointer.
After a preset delay T, unacknowledged messages are retransmitted. They always carry the latest control information
of the opposite flow.
Acknowledgments tokens received are set to 1 on odd cycles,
and to 0 on even cycles. Thus, no intermediate resetting is
necessary when going through message number zero.
The destination procedure is driven by the following state
variables:
W
window
• N
number of notches in the window
• P
permit number
• T
time-out for sending control information
They must also be initialized appropriately.
The destination accepts regular messages under the following conditions:
• Checksum correct.
• Message number within the window, and not beyond the permit
number.
• Message not yet received.
Or the message must be an acceptable extra-message. Else it is
just dropped. A token is flipped when a regular message is
accepted.
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When a received regular message completes the notch
pointed to by the window pointer, the window progresses
towards the next incomplete notch.
Whenever a message is ready to leave on the opposite flow,
and no later than a preset delay T, the window pointer and the
tokens in the notch are placed in the control field. Depending
on indications provided by some undefined resource allocator,
the permit number may be increased, but not beyond the window
pointer.
'
B. Extra traffic - As mentioned already, this procedure
requires some initialization. There are also other conditions
not easily tractable with regular traffic, e.g. deadlock
resulting from a lack of permits on both ends. Under such
circumstances extra messages are an escape mechanism to bring
the procedure context into a desired state.
Extra messages are distinguished by a modified format.
They do not carry data, and are not numbered. Except when
explicitly mentioned, they do not change the state variables
of the procedure.
We shall not attempt in this paper to itemize all possible
extra messages, nor to put forth any specific format. Only
a few examples are given in the following:
• Reset window and permit pointers to specified values
• Stop sending periodic messages
Resume sending periodic messages
Request for permits
Send permits
Request for recovery procedure
Request for status
Disconnect
Many other actions could be handled with extra messages.
However it is undesirable to turn this facility into an "extrachannel", since its reliability would not be sufficient. Therefore, extra messages should be restricted to the setting of a
minimum context allowing an exchange of regular traffic. ' From
there on, higher level protocols, possibly extensions of NDLC,
can take over and handle such issues as:
• connect through procedure.
• negotiation of parameters, message length, traffic rate, delays
• allocation of buffers, cpu time, bandwidth.
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12.

ADDITIONAL R E M A R K S

A. The end-of-message-group bit In regular messages is
not used by NDLC. It Is there merely for convenience, because
higher level protocols usually need delimiters in message
flows, e.g. to help recovery procedures, or conversational
schemes.
B. In the absence of data traffic, both' ends keep sending
each other empty regular messages, at the expiration of their
time-out delay. This may be considered as an advantage, as it
makes sure that the link is still "alive". But if this is
found undesirable, there are ways to stop it. Either end may
arbitrarily stop sending empty messages, while not granting
any more permit. Or it may use extra messages, which do not
take numbers, thus require no acknowledgement.
C. Multi-point links and procedures have been deliberately
excluded from NDLC. Indeed, packet switching networks are
equivalent to multi-point links, without their constraints.
It does not appear that using a multi-point procedure over
a PSN is of general need.
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